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 Augmenting the HKU IR 
 To make HKU research, skill and scholars highly visible!








 Development partner: CILEA of Italy
 So,
o Publication data great but..,
 Augmenting thin & dirty publication data with,
o Clean & full metadata
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 Source: HKU Research Output System (ROS)
o New input methods, EndNote (RIS)
o Auto-populate using DOI & ISBN
• DOI: CrossRef
• ISBN: WorldCat
o  clean metadata comes to the Hub
 Funded by HKU University Research Committee & Office of 
Knowledge Exchange (KEO)
 1,500 HKU author with AU-IDs in Scopus
 Merge variant names
 Disambiguate like named individuals










 Merge completely, or,
o Element by data element
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Owner Database Data
HKU Registry Communications Directory Name, email, office, title
-- ditto Research Output System 
(ROS)
Publications data
-- ditto -- ditto Awards, honours, prizes
-- ditto Community Service DB Editorships, miscellaneous




Grant, PI, Co-I, panel, 
keywords, funding, etc.
HKU Graduate School Postgraduate supervision DB Supervised students, thesis
title, date, etc.
Faculty, Department pages Staff profiles Research interests, picture, 
etc.
HKU Communications & 
Public Affairs (CPAO)
Media Contact Directory Expertise, languages spoken
& written
HKU Tech Transfer Office Patent data
等々 等々 等々
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 Graduate School
 Student Information Service (Registry)
 Library catalogue
 Harvest, match, merge
 Write complete data back to 3 sources & Hub
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 I must say that the HKU ResearcherPage team did an amazing job. Even 
without my direct input in the first place, they were able to compile a list of 
my publications and other accomplishments in a near complete version. 
After a couple of cycles of communication between the team and myself, I 
now have a full account of my publications and other accomplishments 
online that I can share with anyone who might be interested in my research. 
Best of all, I know that this information is in the safe hands of trained 
professionals so I don't need to worry about updating and can spend more 
time on my research. 
--- Professor, Department of Physiology
 “Many thanks for your works!!! Based on information of my 
[ResearcherPage], I was chosen as an editor for a new book 
"Tumor Suppressor Genes" last year.”  -- Doctor, Clinical Oncology
 Number of Visits 
increased 
667.25%
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 The whole lot,
o ResearcherPages, new objects (projects, depts, etc), author 
cumulated statistics, author editing, SOLR faceted displays, kitchen 
sink, 等々
 Because,
o HKU’s Knowledge Exchange
o Shared code means shared development, mutual benefits
 Packaged in Dspace, Contributed to DSpace in several 
separate modules & patches
o Article metrics, Enhanced statistics, CRIS entities, JSPUI- Dspace-
Discovery,等々
o Not take it entire or leave it.
 Give feedback on the mailing lists: 
o dspace-tech@lists.sourceforge.net
o dspace-general@lists.sourceforge.net
 Developers & technicians can go to GitHub, download the 
code, try to build, report bugs, enhancement requests,等々
o https://github.com/CILEA/dspace-cris
 And,
o Find our poster!
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